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In Lieu of Editorial
Though Social Science research is as important as research in the disciplines of
Physical Science but its development and significance was not par equal till later part of
nineteenth Century. Technological and material development in 20th Century added new
dimension to research and development of Social Science and Humanities .While
technology assisted in a big way in attaining excellence and perfection but human efforts of
thinking rationally occupied pivot position in achieving Social, Cultural, Psychological,
Political and Economic Growth and Development. In the initial years of independence in
India, research in Physical Science was given more emphasis and attention to research in
Humanities and Social Sciences was given less importance than required. With the
onslaught of globalization and privatization of education has tremendously changed the
scenario of research in Humanities and Social Sciences. Further, the pandemic also has
scathingly impacted research in Humanities and Social Sciences giving rise to digitization of
research in the domain with a shift towards e-learning and e-research. The pandemic
gradually affected formal classroom teaching–learning process and physical research
activities at various colleges, Universities and research institutes.
The pandemic exigencies urged the Social scientists and researchers to rethink about
the alternative of new research horizon. E-Library, e-research and e-Journal gained
momentum and renewed importance to fill the vacuum. The journal of Asiatic Society for

Social Science Research (ASSSR) as an earnest, honest and noble academic endeavor
provided an opportunity to scholars and researchers to manifest and reflect their research
ideas and findings at different levels starting from global to national, regional, and local
level. While ASSSR has kept its relentless and continuous effort in Publishing all its issues
in time throughout the pandemic period but due to some unavoidable reasons its December,
2021 (April 2022) issue i.e. Volume No. 3, Issue No. 2 has been much little delayed. We
regret for the inconvenience caused to the contributors so also the readers.
The present issue of ASSSR carries Seven numbers of research articles of a group of
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contributors who have done excellent works in their areas of interest. The volume has both
theoretical and empirical contents. The contributors belong to different branches of Social
Sciences and Humanities. I, strongly believe, the contributors thorough their concerned
commitment, research and academic insight have tried out focusing various issues, aspects
and dimensions of conflicting currents of Social, Economic, Political and Physiological
problems confronting us. All the research articles chosen for this volume and issue are of
high academic and research standard which may immensely be beneficial and meet the
requirements of teachers , researchers , students , policy makers engaged in the process of
teaching learning research and policy making.
Prasant Ch. Panda and Duryadhan Nayak have discussed about role of effective
governance in narrowing the tax gap. They have argued that there is an intrinsic relation
between tax policy tax structure and the tax administration. They have highlighted the
causes and consequence of the tax gap and the various indicators for understanding the tax
gap. They argue that a three pronged approach i.e. policy, structure and strategic fit
administrative set up to handle, interpret and implement them with efficiency , and
effectiveness without dislocation of allocation of resources is crucial enhancement of tax
compliance.
The article on “Significance of Faizi’s Nal Daman in Indo Persian –Literature”
discusses about the historical root of Persian language and literature flourished in India with
establishment of ‘House of translation’ during Mughal rule particularly by Akbar. The
author opined that the Indo-Persian literature was enriched for the first time by poet laureate
Faizi, a distinguished poet of Akbar’s Court, with his translation master piece, ‘Masanawi
Nal Daman’ and the tradition of translating Indian stories in Persian Masanawi also
continued during the reign of Jahangir, Shahjahan and Aurangzeb. In this piece of writing
the author has discovered about the Masanawi of Nal-Daman and its impact on the later

poets of Indo-Persian literature.
Debabrata Patra’s article explores the predicament of the informal and migrant
workers during Covid-19 Pandemic in India in 2020-21. His findings are based on extensive
field study which has exposed the precarious condition of the migrant and informal workers
resulting in nearly 80 % of workers losing their jobs. The situation further worsened with
coming of natural disasters in 2020 and 2021. To do away with pandemic and disaster
induced crisis and ameliorate the miseries of the migrant laborers, the author suggests for a
comprehensive plan of providing livelihood , Social security, skill building and encouraging
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self employment of these effected migrant workers.
Gitanjali Barik, in her article has examined the impact of Nagomo-Karabakh war on
environment in the region. The author has pointed out that since their independence with
disintegration of Soviet Union on 30th August 1991 Azerbaijan and Armenia, despite of the
challenges of social, economic crisis; Political instability had intense conflict over NagomoKarabakh, creating a war situation and resulting in displacement of many civilians from
either side. Though 1994 ceasefire had resolved war over the Nagomo-Karabakh region but
even after 30 years, the tension between the two countries again escalated. While discussing
elaborately the environmental consequences of the conflict over the region on society she
has offered an overview of the future of Nagomo-Karabakh war.
In the article “Unsettled Narrative: Historiography of Archaeological Interpretation.”
the author has provided a methodological historical facts, a detailed discussion on how the
construction of past depends on its theoretical frame of analysis corroborating facts and
interpretation. In the entire easy, the author has thrown lights on the key concepts of
methodological explanation of archaeological interpretation.

Pravasini Barik in her article has discussed about the past and future experience on
Political journey of Indians in Kenya. She says that India and Kenya are well connected
through Indian Ocean since last three thousand years. Both the countries are binded with
symmetrical bond through their beautiful culture and trade relations. The paper explores and
unfolds the causes behind the migration of Indians to East Africa and their Political
involvement in liberation struggle to decolonize Kenya. The paper has highlighted historical
background of Indo-Kenya connectivity and role of Indian Diaspora in Kenyan politics. The
author argues that contribution of Indians in Kenyan economic and politics is unforgettable
and highlights India’s role in Kenya’s freedom as pathfinder.
Jisa Ann Thomas has made an enquiry into medical knowledge in Ancient India
unfolding the myths to surgery and Ayurveda. The author argues that alike every other
land ,medical knowledge in India also have grown out of the sheer necessity of overcoming
injury, sickness and pain. Indigenous Medical Science of India owe its origin during
prehistoric time, known as Ayurveda concerned mainly with prolongation of healthy life
and prevention of disease, a Science of life. The author argues that Ayurveda as a science of
life represent a secular, non-religious secular tradition and there is little evidence to
substantiate the claim made by the Ayurveda tradition that lays its roots in the Veda, so also
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it neither owe its root to Greek medicine too.
Thus, the present volume and issue of ASSSR, though published little late but encapsulate
many pivotal issues that is happening in the real world capturing a scholarly frontiers, a
honest and earnest attempt in presenting a glimpse of both empirical and theoretical aspects
of research. I am confident that this issue will stimulate reflection, creative output and
further research in the domain of Social Science and Humanities. I wish the issue to reach
the expectation of Scholars, Researchers, Students and General Readers.

(Dr Pramod Kumar Ray)
Editor-in-Chief, ASSSR
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